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Mine for Nine Giveaway!

COMING SOON!

Chloraseptic Spray for Kids
Svelte Drinks
Marriott Marina & Marquis
Monster High Walkie
Talkies

50% Off a Swedish
Massage & Body...

The Friday Giveaway!
Liason- An Affina Hotel

New York

Share this Deal
FUN FINDS!
Juice in the City

Contest Girl for Daily
Giveaways!
This week I am giving away a $50 gift code to a truly unique website. It's all about

Abe's Market

maternity clothing, I know, stop groaning. Trust me, I have worn three sets of maternity

Generations of Organic

clothes and had to buy new stuff each time. It was not fun for me or my budget. I wish I

Retail Me Not

had known about Mine for Nine.

Coupon Mountain
Coupons for Green
products

Mine for Nine is such a find! It is all about getting the clothes you need for those special
nine months and then returning them when you are done. No need to kill your budget
and spend a fortune on maternity clothes with Mine for Nine. Simply pick what you want,
ABOUT ME

Reach thousands of savvy
women by placing your ad
here or on Mummy's Product
Reviews. Want to know more
about me and my work
background? Please visit my
website. My Bio Email:
veamason AT gmail DOT com

pay way less than you would retail (yes, you rent them!) and then ship them back when
you are done. It's easy, there's no storing of the maternity clothes later and it works really
well if you have a special occasion and don't want to spend a fortune.

How are the clothes? Gorgeous! They are trendy, classic, and come from all over the
world. You cannot go wrong with Mine for Nine.

JUICE BOX JUNGLE

Visit my personal blog: The
Mummy Chronicles

I'm giving away a $50 gift code to one lucky reader! To enter visit here and
tell me if you would wear such a think while pregnant. I will choose a winner
at random on August 26, 2011. Good Luck!

For additional entries:

I BELONG TO...

Follow me http://twitter.com/#!/veamason on Twitter

More parenting videos

Retweet this giveaway!
DISCLAIMER

I write honest reviews. These
are assessed from my own
personal experiences with a
product or service. The
reviews may include both
positive and negative
feedback.

Like MPR on Facebook

Become a Follower of The Mummy Chronicles

You might also like:

September
Snuggle Giveaway
from Paul Frank!

Win a Dress from
Shabby Apple!

I receive complimentary
samples for review purposes.
I may choose to keep samples
or offer them up in giveaways.
What I do with these samples
after the reviews have been
written is without
endorsement.

Hershey S'mores
Giveaway

Occasionally I receive
honoraria as compensation
for the time I spend reviewing
a product or service regarding
my own review experience.
Honoraria is in the form of
gift certificate. If I am paid to
write about a service or
product it is not a regular
review and is tagged by the
word 'sponsor'.
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LinkWithin

PackIt- Reusable Lunch Bag
Original Baby Bullet
Giveaway!
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Any statements made by me
that is reprinted in the
context of posts on this site
and attributed to my original
reviews is my own personal
opinion. I will not be held
liable for the experiences of
my readers should they
choose to purchase any items
reviewed as part of one of my
reviews.
Statements made by me in the
context of my reviews are
covered by this blog
disclaimer.
Mummy's Product Reviews is
not responsible for shipment
of the prize(s) unless
otherwise specified. Mummy's

